Abstract. The Margulis measure for Anosov flows arises from a Hausdorff measure for a natural distance on unstable leaves. This generalizes work of Ursula Hamenstadt for the case of geodesic flows.
Anosov flow. On W"(z) we define a distance and a spherical measure <r which expand uniformly under the flow, a is equivalent to the conditional Margulis measure [H, M, S] and for a Lyapunov metric a equals the conditional Margulis measure on every leaf W(z). \\D<p veE Remark, a is the /i/a-dimensional spherical measure [F] on W"(z) arising from the distance rj". a^z ° <p' = e hl • cr z and o-is Borel regular, i.e. <r(5) = sup {cr(C): C c 5 compact} (see [F] 
" • /x" and for 8 > 0 there exists e > 0 such that if S<=W(z) and S' <= W(z') are e-equivalent then (1-5) • fj, u (S)<n"(S')< (1 + 5) • /i"(S). Furthermore fi" is Borel regular.
LEMMA 4. There exist 0<a 1 <a 2 <°o such that a, • e h <(*." (B n (x, e) )<a 2 • e h for all xeM.
Proof. Suppose fi" (B v (x it 1) ) -* 0 for some {x,}°l, <= M. By compactness of M assume Xi~*x. For 1 large S = B v (x, 5 ) is e-equivalent to some S' <= B v (x t , 1) and H u (B v (Xi, l) )^fi u (S') >^-n u (S) >0 by Lemma 3, a contradiction. So 0 < a , < fi" (B v (x, 1) ) and similarly ^" (B,,(x, I) )<a 2 <oo. The claim follows, since 
Proof. (1) Let S<= W(z). By definition of o-E there is a covering
Scz U B,(X,, e .), e . < e , Xj e W"(z), 
-(S)< (2b)
h/a • oti 1 • fi" (S) and Borel-regularity of cr and fi u yields the second inequality.
• Therefore il/(SnB vz (Xj, ) <= S'nB v^z) (tl>(Xj) ,i(e)8j) and the claim follows.
• Thus <r(S')< i(e) h • o- (S) . The other inequality follows similarly. Proof. The ft" are defined up to a global constant (not just up to a constant on each leaf [M] ). a-has measurable densities f z : W"(z)-»R with respect to n". Since /i is
